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ABSTRACT

The electromagnetic filamentation instability is expected to occur in

heavy ion beam fusion target chambers. For a converging beam, the instability

is expected to be convective with group velocity v approaching the beam

velocity Vb until the beam is ~10-50 cm from the target. The number of

e-foldings N is estimated by integrating the local growth rate along the

beam trajectory. For a cold beam, the result agrees with the initial value

problem solution of Lee, et_ al_. Detailed numerical solutions to the full

dispersion region predict somewhat lower values for N . Close to the target,

v -»• 0, and the instability is effectively nonconvective, with N proportional

to the pulse length. If a realistic conductivity model is used (ov»(Zb/R)
z),

the number of e-foldings in the nonconvective region is generally smaller

than N in the convective region. Thus, any appreciable deterioration in

beam quality is more likely to occur while the beam is in the convective

region.



I. INTRODUCTION

The electromagnetic filamentation instability may play an important role

in determining allowable operating parameters for heavy ion fusion (HIF)

systems. If allowed to grow to large amplitudes in the target chamber, self-

magnetic fields arising from this instability would cause the ion beam to

break into several self-pinched filaments or beamlets, possibly resulting in

an unacceptable deterioration in beam focussing quality.

Theoretical analyses of this effect have attempted to predict the number

of e-foldings N of the electromagnetic field amplitudes using linear stability
1 2

theory. Hubbard and Tidman and Hubbard, et al estimated N based on a local

dispersion relation (hereafter referred to as the "local approximation") which

showed that for ballistic focussing systems, transverse beam heating reduced

N to acceptable levels (N &5) in most cases appropriate to HIF reactors.
3 4 5

However, calculations by Lee, and his co-workers '' which treated perturba-

tions as an initial value problem gave somewhat higher estimates of N and led

them to the conclusion that filamentation instability defocussing may not be

easy to avoid.

Previous calculations with the local approximation centered on the regime

where the axial group velocity v (measured in the laboratory frame) is much

less than the beam velocity V. . In this nonconvective regime, N is proportional

to the pulse length, and the perturbations do not propagate in the laboratory

frame-. In this note, we examine the convective instability (v q«V b) in more

detail. Our conclusions can be stated as follows:

1. The local approximation predicts that v q«V b when the conductivity

is low. N can then be estimated by integrating the growth rate y(z) along the

beam trajectory. For a ballistically focussed beam, the resulting N agrees



with the initial value method for a cold beam and is smaller by a constant

factor 0.31 for a sufficiently warm beam. Detailed numerical solutions to the

dispersion relation tend to lie midway between the warm and cold beam results.

2. The instability is almost always nonconvective when the beam is near

the pellet for HIF systems with ballistic focussing. The group velocity

increases monotonically with distance z' from the pellet.

3. The lower N and the claim of nonconvective instability predicted by
1 2the local approximation ' was due in a large part to assuming a constant a

throughout the target chamber. If a more realistic conductivity model is assumed,

(a~R where R is the beam radius), maximum nonconvective growth occurs at

-10-50 cm from the pellet, and the values of N are comparable with (but usually

somewhat smaller than) those occurring in the convective regime.

4. Both the local approximation and the initial value method thus predict

Ny2,5 for highly stripped high current beams (e.g., charge state Zu£ 70, beam

particle current Ib£ 2 kA). However, we believe that macroscopic self-

magnetic fields arising from the ion beam or from "knock-on" electrons are

likely to lead to unacceptable ion orbit deflections in this regime. In

particular, we recommend using Hg or He at rvl torr to reduce Z^ to -20.

In this regime, N can be <,2 and filamentation can be avoided.



II. REVIEW OF FILAMENTATION MODELS

1 2The local approximation ' is based on the dispersion relation for

electromagnetic waves generated by a shifted Maxwellian (f^exp (-(v -V. )2/2Av2

- v£/2Avf)) ion beam with beam plasma frequency w. , average velocity V. = Sc

and thermal velocity Avj, propagating in a resistive medium with scalar

conductivity a.

H(k;o») = 0 = k2c2 - w2 + a,2 1 - - 2 - (1 + CbZ(Sb))
Av£

(1)

Here ?b = (ai - k/y Vb)//2~ k̂ Av̂  and ZUb) is the plasma dispersion function.

Except for the conductivity term, Eq. (1) agrees with Davidson, et al in the

ktl = 0 l imi t . An additional term proportional to k,, is negligible in the

regime we are examining. The unstable mode is purely growing (to = 0) for

k(/ = 0. Approximate solutions in the hot beam regime ([?b|« 1) and cold beam

regime ( | 5 b | » l ) for k() = 0 are

Y = Im(u>) = ii ^ - , (2a)

and

Y = Pu. . (2b)

Here,

kQ = (^(/AVjC (3)
Q

is the maximum unstable wave number, and



n = ^ = r — - U(?b) + 5 b Z ' U b ) l (4a)
VZ k.Av, \ /

i / w k2c2/k.Av, (4b)

2i uiĵ  (k^c/kgAv^)2 . (4c)

Eq. (2b) is valid only when Swb»4ira Av^/c)

The axial group velocity for k / ; = 0 is

9 3 k,, 3 kn 3 o)r n + 4iria

Clearly, v »VV for - in» 4ira, leading to convective instability, while for

- in<<4ira, v -»• 0, and the instability is effectively nonconvective. In the

nonconvective regime, N" C
 hQt = y(z') x where y is the average growth rate at

position z' (with respect to the pellet) and T is the pulse length. Close to

the pellet, Av^ and a are both large, and v -»• 0 over a wide range of system
2

parameters.

The initial value method ' ' predicts that for ballistic focussing,

field amplitude Aa(L/(L-z))a where L is the chamber radius, and

Here RQ is the beam radius at entry (z = 0) . The number of e-folding is thus

N = 2Zfa ( JH | g — ( ^ ) — \ ln [Uz) (7a)
Y Rg ( e Y r \ (m e c 3 /e ) / mb )



(7b)

Here w. is the beam plasma frequency at z = 0, and Y r
 = 0 - S2) 2-



III. LOCAL APPROXIMATION IN THE CONVECTIVE REGIME

We can recover the Lee, et al result (Eq. (7)) to within a numerical

factor if v •*• V^ and Z^ is constant. For |n|» 47ra, Eq. (2a) for a hot bea

can be integrated to give

4> $ /2W^') • W
K0 0

where z* is the approximate position at which the instability becomes noncon-

vective. In the absence of scattering, the thermal spread Av.(z') increases

from its value Av^ = Av^(z = 0) according to

Avjz) = AVjL0(R0/R(z)) = Avxo L/(L-z) (9)

Noting that maximum growth occurs at k^ = k / / T , Eq. (8) can be integrated

to give

Nc =2 / T V^o L ^ (L/(L-z)
™Y,hot 3 ' 3TT Vfa

= 0.31 -^2- £n ( ^ ) (10)

Eq. (10) therefore reduces to the Lee, et al result (Eq. (7)) in the non-

relativistic limit except for the numerical factor 0.31.

In the cold beam limit, the same procedure gives exact agreement with

the initial value method. Noting that for Zb constant, y(z) = Subo(RQ/R)

= Bubo(L/L-z),the growth rate is integrated as before to give

NY,COld



IV. CONVECTIVE VS. NONCONVECTIVE INSTABILITY FOR a- R"2

2

We have previously claimed that even though Eq. (6) allows v to vary

from 0 to Vb, typical HIF parameters give - in<< 4ira, and v « V f a . This led

us to conclude that nonconvective instability was the more important, and that

N " C given by Eq. (10) was a reasonable estimate for the number of e-foldings.

However, the calculations in Refs. 1 and 2 assumed that conductivity a was con-

stant everywhere in the target chamber. When values of a appropriate near the

pellet are used, v « V. almost everywhere in the chamber. However, for typical
7 8

ballistic focussing systems, we expect from classical transport models ' that

a is several orders of magnitude lower near the chamber wall than at the

pellet. We expect the instability to be convective in this regime with v «V b.

In the region where R(z) exceeds a few centimeters, a is approximately

linear with density ng. Direct ionization by the beam probably predominates,

so a~n ~R~ (z). If a = <?0(R0/R)
2 = a (L/(L-z))2 is assumed everywhere, the

position z* where the instability changes from convective to nonconvective is

given by n(z*)»4ira(z*), or

Here a=-0.5 = k^/k . The boundary z* is thus

_ A / 2 ; «3<70Av\ 1/3] L mz* -

The situation is illustrated in Figure 1 which shows typical regions of

convective and nonconvective instability. Since n~R and a~R , the transition

region where v ~H Vb is quite small. Eq. (13) predicts (1 - z*/L)<^0.05 - 0.1

in most cases. For cr~R maximum growth actually occurs in the convective



regime where n = 8-rra and v = -y V. . However, we expect that detailed beam

transport code results to show that a(z) will probably increase faster than

R in the z s z * region due to avalanching and then increase more slowly with

R as the plasma becomes fully ionized near the pellet. Thus, maximum growth

may well occur in the nonconvective regime.

The following scenario can therefore be constructed. In the convective

regime, perturbations are carried along with the beam until they arrive at

z~z*- The number of e-foldings N accumulates according to Eq. (10) or (11).

As the bsam continues to propagate, perturbations are rapidly left behind as

v becomes small. The number of e-foldings is then obtained by calculating

Y(Z') from Eq. (2) and taking finc~.y(z')r . Filamentation defocussing will

be determined by the larger of the two N 's.

As an example, consider a 2 kA, 20 GeV, 10 nsec Uranium beam with Zb = 20,

Av Q/Vb = 10"
4, RQ - 10 cm, aQ = 10

1 2 s"1, and L = 500 cm. Then z*~470 cm,

a n d N?,hot = ]A- Note that N?,cold = 3 N?,hof The calculation of Njc is
somewhat arbitrary since maximum growth does not occur in the nonconvective

regime. If we choose z = z* + 0.2 (L-z*), then v ~0.25 Vb, and N " C ~ 0 . 8 5 .

N,C h«* > N
n c in this example, but the difference is less than a factor of 2.

Y,not y

If Zb = 70 (which is typical of Ne at 1 torr instead of H2 or He at 1 torr)

then z* = 480 cm, N^ un+ = 5.8, and N "
C =4.5. We have calculated N5 and

Y,nou Y Y

N " C for a variety of HIF parameters; in most cases, N^ hOt
>N!!C

not but the

disagreement is usually less than a factor of 2. In general, N n c > Nc

Y Y>hot.

can be obtained by increasing the ratio of the pulse length x to the beam tran-

sit time T. = L/Vb or by changing the details of the conductivity model. The

most dangerous nonconvective instability occurs at some tens of centimeters

from the pellet where a (and hence N n c) may be an order of magnitude higher
1 2

than the value near the pellet used by Hubbard, et al. '
8



Beam convergence does not play a role in the nonconvective regime, so

one might expect approximate agreement with Lee's calculations for a non-
3

converging finite-pulse beam. For a warm beam of length x , the number of

e-foldings predicted by Lee is

where rm = k2c2/47ra, and £f = k2Avj_ / B 2 ^ . {Note that he defines Ava to be

JZ larger than our value.) Substituting the definitions of rm and Cj_ gives

(15)

This upper limit agrees exactly with Eq. (2a) in the nonconvective limit

(4TTCT »



V. NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS TO FILAMENTATION DISPERSION RELATION

Since the local approximation predicts that N^ ̂ ot^Y col 1 = 0>31'

independent of model parameters, we expect that numerical solutions to the

full dispersion relation (Eq. (1)) will lie between the limits given by

Eqs. (10) and (11). We have carried out such a calculation, numerically in-

tegrating solutions to Eq. (1) from z = 0 to z = z* as given in Eq. (13).

Figure 2 summarizes the results of such a calculation for a 1 kA Uranium

beam with Zb = 18.1 (He at 1 torr), B = 0.4, A v ^ ^ = 2 x 10'4, L = 5 m,

RQ = 10 cm, and crQ = 10 s . The figure plots the "exact" growth rate

Y~Jz)> accumulated e-foldings Nc
 Q>,(z) = / dx Y™(x)/Vk, and plasma dispersionex Ys°x Q ex u

function argument |?b(z)| verses distance z from the chamber wall. The value

ki = 2.5 cm" « 2.5 k was chosen to maximize N** av(L-z*) = N
c, av. Since-** o Y»ex Y»fix

I?. 1—1, it is not surprising that Nc
 ay/ = 2.0 lies near the average of N

c, ,n+

= 1.0 and N^ ^ = 3.3. Eq. (13) is usually adequate for estimating z* since

|C< (z = z*)J is almost always less than 0.5; z* =480 cm for the above example.

The rapid drop in y and |?b| as z+L is seen in all ballistic mode propagation

examples we have investigated.

Figure 3 plots Nf, hn+, Nf „„-,,<, and N
c, av verses k. for the example inY>noc YjCuiu y»"x J-

Figure 2. The variations in the analytical estimates of N^ , . is entirely

due to small changes in z* as k, is changed. The peak in Nc -^(k.) is quite

broad, and in all cases, N^ ex^»0.6 N
c , ,.

Figure 4 plots the three estimates of N^, the beam change state Zb, and

the convective - nonconvective boundary z* verses pressure in torr assuming

Helium in the target chamber. Z b was estimated using a variation of the Yu,

et al model, and the calculation will be described in more detail elsewhere.

We assume a = 3 x 10 9 Z?, which again comes from assuming that direct

10



ionization by the bean; is the dominant process, and other parameters are as in

Figure 2. Nc
 av is maximum for k,~'0.25 k in all cases, and begins to look

dangerous (Nf ~5) for Z. >, 50. This high charge state is reached at much

lower pressures (below 1 torr) for heavier gases such as Neon. Again, NNY
is almost a factor of two lower than Nc ,. in all cases.

Two factors which have been omitted from our analysis may further reduce

Nc . First, the constant Z. assumed was the upper limit calculated at z = L.
f,ex • D

Using a variable Zfa(a) <.Zb(L) in the numerical integration would obviousTy

reduce Nc
 av somewhat. Also, filamentation growth ceases for modes withy ,sx

kx ,<ir/R(z) as the beam approaches the pellet since the unstable wavelength

exceeds the beam diameter. At pressures below a few torr, this effect

probably causes convective growth to cease before the beam reaches the convec-

tive/nonconvective boundary at z = z*. For example, in the 1 torr case,

the condition R = ir/k^ is reached at a distance z = 450 cm from the wall

for kj^ = 3 cm which is smaller than z* = 479cm. Nc (z = 450 cm) is only

1.8 instead of our earlier estimate of 2.0. The two effects cited here may

reduce N by as much as a factor of two at low pressures; the reduction is

much smaller for Z. >, 50 or higher beam currents. The dotted line in Figure 4

shews the effect of cutting off \f' when the unstable wavelength exceeds
y ,ex

R(z). The dashed line gives an-estimate of the nonconvective number of

e-foldings N" , which is always less than N^ for a 10 nsec pulse.Y Y,sx

n



V. CONCLUSIONS

The local dispersion relation for the electromagnetic filamentation

instability predicted to occur in heavy ion fusion target chambers will be

convective until the beam is a few tens of centimeters from the target.

Upper and lower limits on the number of e-foldings of the field amplitudes

(Nc) in the convective regime are given by Eqs. (10) and (11) for ballisti-

cally focussed beams. Numerical integration along the beam trajectory of the

full dispersion relation solutions (Eq. (1)) give estimates of Nc which
Y >£X

are near the average of the upper and lower limits. Close to the pellet, the

instability is effectively nonconvective, and the results of Hubbard and

Tidman generally apply. However, N is usually lower than N^, and hence

the most serious deterioration of beam quality will usually occur in the

convective regime.

The calculation by Lee for ballistic mode filamentation is assumed

j£, \» 1J and the local approximation agrees exactly with Lee's result in

this cold beam limit. However, numerical solutions to Eq. (1) indicate that

ISj-'l in most cases, leading to estimates of if which are somewhat lower.

The inclusion of a variable beam charge state *.'7l further reduce Nc , as
Y,ex

will cutting off N at the point where the beam radius becomes less than the
unstable wavelength. Thus, the local approximation leads to the same scaling

3 4 5as the method of Lee, et al * ' , but our detailed numerical estimates of

the number of e-foldings are typically a factor of two lower. Also, the

local approximation agrees with Lee's method n the high conductivity

(nonconvective) limit in which N is proportional to the pulse length.

12



Fig. 4 indicates that the most promising way of controlling filamenta-

tion growth is to minimize the beam charge state Zfa. For a variety of

reasons, recent reactor scenarios have involved somewhat lower beam energies

(—10 GeV), higher currents, and heavier gases (e.g., Neon). This will make

it difficult, if not impossible, to keep Z^ low unless the chamber pressure

is lowered significantly . The higher beam densities associated

with these scenarios further increase filamentation growth rates for the

ballistic propagation mode in —1 torr gas-filled reactors. However, both

pinched-mode propagation in gas-filled reactors and ballistic mode propaga-

tion in low density (< 10" torr) Lithium waterfall reactors are much less

susceptible to filamentation instability and may have other important

advantages as well.

13
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

-*•

H(k;oj) Plasma dielectric function

k., klf Perpendicular and Parallel wavenumbers

OJ - CD + iy Frequency

V. Beam velocity

Av, Transverse beam thermal velocity

Z(.Zu) Plasma dispersion function with argument £.

= (U- k , , ^ ) / / ? ^

a Electrical conductivity

u^ Beam plasma frequency

n See Equation (4)

v Parallel group velocity

T Pulse length (temporal)

Z. Beam charge state

L Chamber radius

z Distance from the chamber wall

N Number of e-foldings of e-m field

N n c Nonconvective number of e-folds

Nc . t Convective number of e-folds, (S b|«|

Convective number of e-folds, 1 CKi>:>I

N^ Convecfive number of e-folds, numerical solution to
Y' full plasma disp. relation



Beam radius

RQ,
 :^bo Values at injection

Location of transition between convective and noncon-

vective regions (v = \ V. )

T. Beam particle current



FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Approximate locations of the convective and nonconvective regions

of filamentation instability for a ballistically focussed heavy ion

beam. For most of the beam trajectory, the group velocity v al/b,

the beam velocity, so perturbations are convected with the beam.

However, close to the target, v decreases rapidly due to an increase

in conductivity and transverse beam temperature. Perturbations pile

up locally, and the instability is effectively nonconvective. The

transition between the two regions is defined by the position z*

at which v = h Vb>

Figure 2. Filamentation growth rate y, number of e-foldings Nc (z), and
Y »ex

plasma dispersion function argument |$b| = y/T2 kj_Av̂ , plotted

verses distance z from the chamber wall. We assume a 20 GeV

Uranium beam with charge Z. = 18, 7. = 1 kA, initial radius R = 10 cm,

AvIO/Vb = 2 x 10"
4, L = 5 meters, kx = 0.25 kQ = 2.5 cm"

1, and

a = 10 (R / R ) 2 s e c . The growth rate is calculated numerically

using the full dispersion relation (Eq. (1)), and Nc .Az)
y,ex

-1 FT= v\ J y(z') dz' is integrated only up to the transition point z*
o

defined by Eq. (13). Since |£b|<2.6 everywhere, rr is sub-

stantially below the |£ b|» 1 cold beam limit.
Figure 3. Variation of the three estimates of N^ based on Equations (1), (8),

and (11), verses k^/kg, where kQ = cjjjV^/Av^c is independent of z

i f Zu is constant. Al l other parameters are as in Figure 2. The

small var iat ion in N^ ^ is ent i re ly due to changes in z* with kj_.

The exact numerical solution N̂  av has a broad peak centered on
Y »ex

kj_= 0.25 k which lies near the average of the cold and hot beam



analytical estimates. The cold beam estimate agrees with the Lee,

et al results for a converging beam.

Figure 4. Beam charge state Zu, location z* of the convective-nonconvective

transition region, and the three estimates of Nc as functions of

the chamber pressure in torr, assuming Helium. The increase in the

number of e-foldings with pressure is due entirely to the increased

beam charge state, which increases both u. and a. The dotted line
Ay

shows the effect of cutting off the integration of IT at the point

where the unstable wavelength exceeds the beam radius. The dashed

line is an estimate of N " C taken slightly into the nonconvective

regime. The variation of Nnc with pressure is reduced considerably

by assuming cr^Z^. Note that N £ 5 is considered dangerous.
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